
  Week at a Glance

Math Facts, Word Power, Word Hunt
Spelling: Write words 2 times in ABC order
Reading: Check agenda/reading contract
Math:  Lesson 7.5
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Math Facts, Word Power, Word Hunt
Reading: Check agenda/reading contract
Spelling: Get quizzed!  Have mom or dad 
grade it. Don’t forget the parent signature!
Math: Lesson 7.8

No Excuse Words

Mon.

Tue.

Wed.

Thur.

Fri.

Book Clubs 

Math Facts, Word Power, Word Hunt
Reading: Check agenda/reading contract
Math:  Lesson 7.6

knowledge    experiment     describe      attention     
effect            affect              according    strength 
breath           breathe           company      capital        
original         double            doubt           imagine  
advice           include           wonder   				 angry

We are starting a new Book Club!
We will pick our new book on
Monday morning. We will also get a new
reading contract that has our reading schedule 
on it.
FYI:  The week’s focus for our post-its will 
always follow this pattern:
Week 1: Feelings
Week 2: Character Traits
Week 3:  Character Changing
Week 4:  Themes
 We will resume having Book Club Meetings 
on Mondays. We will also go back to meeting 
on Fridays for Book Club Check-Ins.

Math Facts,
READING LOG signatures will be checked on 
MONDAY.

Got Rocks? 
We are collecting rocks again. Please  
have 2 new rocks by Friday. 
Last week we talked about how to 
decide if you have a rock or a pebble. 
A geology page is up on our website. It has pictures 
of pebbles. Hope it helps. The tricky ones are 
broken pebbles! 
Also, you don’t want the same kind of rock. So 
when you are holding 2 rocks, ask yourself, “How 
are these different?”  Maybe one is smooth and one 
is scratchy. Or one is light and the other is heavy. 
On the website are other hints and things to 
consider when deciding if you have different types 
of rocks. You also need to make sure you aren’t 
duplicating rocks you collected last time. 
A lot of you showed me rocks to get feedback last 
week.  AWESOME! I love talking about rocks and 
I really want to help you! 
The earlier you show me your rocks, the more it 
will help you. So don’t wait till Thursday!

Math Facts, Word Power, Word Hunt
Reading: Check agenda/reading contract
Math:  Lesson 7.7

Oxymorons
We are going to be learning 
all about oxymorons! If you 
thought idioms were weird, 
just wait till you learn about 
oxymorons! We will practice together, and NEXT week 
we will start hunting & laughing!


